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This document is intended as an introduction to the use of RMS facilities via Praxis (this interface hereafter called Praxis-RMS). It is presumed that the reader is familiar with Praxis conventions as well as with RMS use (at the MACRO level), Since Praxis-RMS was designed to be functionally equivalent to MACRO-RMS, the explanations follow the pattern of the DEC MACRO-RMS documentation (particularly the programmer's reference manual).
A complete list of the procedures that make up Praxis-RMS appears at the end of this document (with parameters), along with the constants (grouped by type) that can be used as actual parameters. Most of these procedures are also mentioned in one of the topically oriented chapters 2 through 7.
Declaring RMS facilities -PDP11 only Section 2.0, Page 3 CHAPTER 2: DECLARING RMS FACILITIES --PDP11 ONLY As in the MACRO interface to RMS, you must declare the kinds of operations you wish to perforin (the 0RG$ macro) and allocate space for buffers and internal RMS control structures (POOL macros). Since these declarations must be made at assembly time, they are not included as part of the Praxis-RMS interface. Instead, a small MACRO module should be written to i-.clude the ORGS and POOL macros. This module is then linked to the Praxis-coded modules at task-build time. To use an Attribute for any operation, it must be set up by one of the above procedures. These fill in essential RMS info as well as the user-specified field values. In adJition, each of these has a Next attribute parameter which allows for the Unking of several XAR's to be used on a single file operation.
For each user-accesi'ole Eield in any of the control-blocks, a function will be provided to return the value of that field. This is the only way to get the contents of a field. Note that in the Find, Get, and Put operations there are formal parameters key_buffer (an array of char) and keyjiumber (pointer to an integer). These are for random-by-key access of index and random files, respectively. If a non-nil keyjiumber is specified, it has priority. Therefore, if you're doing random-by-key access of an indexed file, the keyjiumber actual should be nil, and the key_buffer actual a string; if you're doing random-by-key access of a random file, the keyjiumber actual should point to a number (and the keyjjuffer actual is ignored). If you're not doing random-by-key access, then these are both dummies.
Note also the prompt_buffer formal parameter in the Get operation (VAX only). Recall that the prompt-address field and the key-address field of a RAB are coincident. Since a prompt-buffer is only relevant for terminal I/O, and since terminals are not indexed files, there is no logical conflict. The physical conflict of which actual parameter sets the RAB field is resolved as follows: If the prompt option is specified (as a bit in the options parameter) then promptjjuffer is used, otherwise keyjxiffer is used. 
CHAPTER 9: COMPLETION ROUTINES AND ERROR HANDLING
All of the Praxis-RMS operations allow the specification of completion routines for successful and/or error operation-completion.
These are Praxis routines of the appropriate type (see below) that work essentially like standard RMS completion routines. The difference is that they have a parameter (file or stream, depending on the operation).
File-operation completion routines must be of type fcmpjprc is procedure (file id : file)
If you do not specify a completion routine (i.e. you use the default) then no completion routine will be invoked. Recall tha-: some implementations of PDP11 RMS do not use success-completion routines (though they are not illegal to specify).
Stream-operation completion routines must be of type scrap pre is procedure (stream_id : stream) If you do not specify a completion routine (i.e. you use tile default) then no completion routine will be invoked.
Completion routines are tied in with Praxis-RMS error handling.
Before any operation, a special boolean field adjacent to the control block is set to true, indicating that the block is busy. Any completion routines transparently reset this field. If the operation was successful and no success-completion routine was specified than the "busy" field is reset by the Praxis-RMS operation. If the operation is not successful, and no error-completion routine was specified, then the field is reset, and an exception is raised.
' ,' 26, Section 8.0
Completion routines and error handling
Since the status of an asynchronous operation is indeterminate at the time of return drain WAS, no checking of the above sort is done. Therefore, both completion routines must be specified for asynchronous operations. Failure to do so is considered an error, and an exception is raised. Any operation with a control-block whose "busy" field is set is also considered an error (causing an exception).
Any exceptions that occur in (or below) an asynchronous completiontoutine will aboct the program. 
List of procedures and constants
